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ABSTRACT
With Hubble Space Telescope imaging, we investigate the progenitor population and forma-
tion mechanisms of the intracluster light (ICL) for 23 galaxy groups and clusters ranging
from 3×1013<M500,c [M]<9×1014 at 0.29≤z≤0.89. The colour gradients of the BCG+ICL
get bluer with increasing radius out to 53-100 kpc for all but one system, suggesting that vi-
olent relaxation after major mergers with the BCG cannot be the dominant source of ICL.
The average colour gradient for clusters with M500,c>1×1014 M is not statistically differ-
ent than that of the lower-mass groups. The BCG+ICL luminosity within 100 kpc increases
with total cluster mass more steeply than within 10 kpc, implying a decoupling between in
the inner and outer stellar components. For clusters the BCG+ICL luminosity at r<100 kpc
(0.08-0.13 r500,c) is 1.2−3.5×1012 L; for the groups, BCG+ICL luminosities within 100 kpc
(0.17-0.23 r500,c) range between 0.7-1.3×1012 L. The BCG+ICL stellar mass in the inner
100 kpc increases with total cluster mass as MF∝M500,c0.37±0.05. This steep slope implies that
the BCG+ICL makes up a higher fraction of the total mass in groups than in clusters and
that group environments are more efficient ICL producers within 100 kpc. The BCG+ICL
luminosities and stellar masses are too large for the ICL stars to come from the dissolution
of dwarf galaxies alone, given the observed evolution of the faint end of the cluster galaxy
luminosity function, implying instead that the ICL grows from the stripping of more massive
galaxies. Using the colours of cluster members from the CLASH high-mass sample, we place
conservative lower limits on the luminosities of galaxies from which the ICL at r<100 kpc
could originate via stripping. We find that the ICL has a colour similar to massive, passive
cluster galaxies (>1011.6 M) at 10 kpc, while by 100 kpc this colour is equivalent to that of a
1010.0 M galaxy. Additionally, the colour of the BCG+ICL light within 100 kpc is consistent
with 75% of the total BCG+ICL luminosity originating in galaxies with L>0.2 L* (log(MF
[M])>10.4), assuming conservatively that these galaxies are completely disrupted. We con-
clude that the tidal stripping of massive galaxies is the likely source of the intracluster light
from 10−100 kpc (0.008-0.23 r500,c) for galaxy groups and clusters.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general, galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD, galaxies: evo-
lution, galaxies: formation
1 INTRODUCTION
Intracluster light (ICL) is the diffuse, low surface brightness com-
ponent of galaxy groups and clusters. It is composed of stars that
are not bound to an individual galaxy but are instead associated
with the cluster potential. Any star that becomes unbound from its
parent galaxy in the cluster remains in the ICL, making the ICL a
fossil record of all past interactions. The colour, metallicity, spatial
distribution, and surface brightness of the ICL reflect the properties
of galaxies in which the intracluster stars originated, effectively en-
coding the formation history of the cluster. Not only is the forma-
tion of the ICL closely linked to the process of cluster assembly
(Rudick et al., 2006), it also offers a way to constrain how galax-
ies evolve and interact in the dense environments of galaxy groups
and clusters. Each formation mechanism affects the distribution of
intracluster stellar populations in different ways. We can use ob-
servations of the colours of galaxies and the colour distribution of
the ICL to discern which mechanisms play the largest roles in the
build-up of the ICL. The three main channels for ICL build-up and
their effects on the ICL colour gradient are:
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(1) Complete dwarf disruption: Low mass, and thus low-
metallicity, (Zaritsky et al., 1994; Skillman et al., 1996) dwarfs
can be completely shredded by cluster tidal forces. The depth
within the cluster potential at which each dwarf is shredded
depends on the mass of the dwarf, forming a colour gradient
as bluer, lower-mass dwarfs are disrupted at larger cluster radii
compared to more massive, more metal-rich galaxies (Rudick
et al., 2010; Melnick et al., 2012; Conroy et al., 2007).
(2) Partial tidal stripping: Tidal interactions play a significant role
in galactic evolution. Tidal interactions liberate stars from these
galaxies and deposit them in the ICL. Because galaxies have
internal colour gradients (La Barbera et al., 2012; Kuntschner
et al., 2010), the radius to which stars are stripped within a
galaxy determines the metallicity, and hence colour, of the stars
that are liberated. Further into the cluster potential, tidal forces
can reach deeper into a galaxy to strip redder, more metal-rich
stars. This trend creates a radial colour gradient in the intra-
cluster stellar population.
(3) Major Mergers: A significant fraction of stars may be liber-
ated from a galaxy merging with the BCG via violent relax-
ation (Murante et al., 2007; Conroy et al., 2007; Lidman et al.,
2013). These violent events serve to erode any existing stellar
population gradient (Kobayashi, 2004; Di Matteo et al., 2009;
Eigenthaler & Zeilinger, 2013). Thus, if central major mergers
are a dominant channel for ICL formation then we should see
relatively uniform ICL colour profiles.
Fundamentally, the formation of the ICL depends on the types
of galaxies and their interactions at the group or cluster centre.
Given the overabundance of early type galaxies in the centres of
groups and clusters (Dressler, 1980; Park & Hwang, 2009), the
dominant progenitor population and formation mechanism of the
ICL is likely one that involves early type galaxies – partial tidal
stripping of massive galaxies and violent relaxation after central
major mergers. However, precisely which progenitor population
is accountable for the majority of the ICL build-up remains un-
certain. The observational results of Morishita et al. (2016) sug-
gest that log(MF/M)<9.5 galaxies are the dominant contributor to
the ICL. Others recent observational studies favor galaxy-galaxy
tidal interactions and tidal stripping via the cluster potential of
log(MF/M)<10.5 galaxies for the origin of the ICL (Annunzi-
atella et al., 2016; Montes & Trujillo, 2014; Giallongo et al., 2014).
The complete disruption of lower mass satellites cannot be
completely discounted as a means for ICL growth however. Dwarf
galaxies experiencing strong cluster tides or galaxy-galaxy interac-
tions will invariably be disrupted and their stars will be added di-
rectly to the ICL. Recently, Annunziatella et al. (2016) have looked
at the distribution of orbits of the dwarf galaxies in Abell 209. They
find a deficit of dwarfs with radial, plunging, orbits, which is con-
sistent with the picture of either cluster tides or merging events with
the central BCG as the dominant modes of ICL formation. How-
ever, the fractional amount of the ICL contributed by these dis-
rupted dwarfs is expected to be far less significant than that from
tidal striping of moderate luminosity galaxies (Contini et al., 2014).
The transfer of stars from galaxies to ICL will leave a mark
on the luminosity function of galaxies in the cluster core. Gial-
longo et al. (2014) find that the luminosity function within 200 kpc
of CL0024+17 exhibits a significantly shallower faint-end slope
compared to a composite luminosity function of galaxies out to
the virial radius for clusters of similar redshift. This difference in
faint-end slope can be explained by a significant fraction of the stel-
lar mass in intermediate and low-mass galaxies being removed via
tidal interactions over time. Further, they compute the difference
in emissivity between the inner and outer luminosity functions to
be in the same range of their measured ICL luminosity fraction of
∼23%.
Similarly, Annunziatella et al. (2016) look to differences in
the stellar mass function of the inner cluster compared to that of
the entire cluster as a means to identify the ICL progenitor popu-
lation. In the case of Abell 209, they too find that the stellar mass
function in the central region shows a deficit of galaxies at masses
M<1010.5M, and that integrating over this ‘missing mass’ adds up
to the observed ICL mass. They conclude that 90% of the ICL in
Abell 209 is consistent with originating in galaxies with 109−10 M∗.
In our own pilot study of the ICL in DeMaio et al. (2015)
(hereafter Paper I), we find that the dominant formation mechanism
of the ICL is likely tidal stripping of the outskirts of galaxies with
L>0.2 L* (log(MF/M)>10.4). We disfavor central major mergers
as a dominant formation mechanism of the ICL based on the ob-
served blue-ward colour gradients, which cannot be produced via
major mergers (La Barbera et al., 2012). Additionally, we find a
total luminosity of ICL that is inconsistent with the expected fre-
quency of violent major mergers in the formation history of the
cluster since z=1 (Lidman et al., 2013). Of the recent observational
studies identifying the progenitor population of the ICL, ours (Pa-
per I and this work) imposes the highest mass limit on the dominant
contributors to the ICL build-up. We note that the models of Contini
et al. (2014) suggest that a significant fraction of the ICL originates
in massive (log(MF/M)>10.5) galaxies as well.
An unanswered question is if the dominant formation mech-
anism of the BCG+ICL changes for halos of different masses. In
lower-mass groups dynamical friction timescales are too long for
mass segregation to occur (Ziparo et al., 2013) and thus galaxy
groups do not have the enhancement of massive galaxies at the
group centre from which to build-up the ICL. However interac-
tion times between galaxies are longer in galaxy groups, allow-
ing for more efficient stripping via tidal processes. The number
of high-to-intermediate-mass galaxies, those that likely contribute
most to the ICL, are few, and thus the specific quantity of ICL in
galaxy groups can vary widely, depending on the accretion history
of the group. In particular, Contini et al. (2014) model the ICL of
low mass (1013.4 < M200 [M] < 1013.6) haloes; they found larger
ICL mass fractions for groups with relatively few, massive galax-
ies (M > 1010M) and smaller ICL mass fractions for groups with
many more, less massive galaxies.
In this paper we expand on our results of Paper I by ap-
plying the same reduction and analysis techniques to produce ra-
dial surface brightness and colour profiles of the ICL to a maxi-
mum radius of 53-110 kpc for clusters from the Cluster Lensing
And Supernova survey with Hubble (CLASH) survey (Postman
et al., 2012b) with z>0.25 and 7 galaxy groups from Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Program #12575. Together, these systems repre-
sent a sample of intermediate redshift clusters (0.29≤z≤0.89) with
M500,c1 from 3×1013 to 9×1014 M. This study allows us to look to
how a halo’s mass affects the observed characteristics of its ICL. In
Section 3 we describe the reduction process, similar to that of Pa-
per I with additional improvements to the flat-fielding and PSF sub-
traction. We present surface brightness profiles in Section 4. colour
profiles and how we derive ICL colour gradients are presented in
Section 5. In §6 we discuss how the ICL luminosity and colour
gradients behave as a function of halo mass as well as compare
observed ICL colours to equivalent red sequence galaxy colours.
Throughout we use WMAP9 cosmology (Hinshaw et al., 2013).
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2 SAMPLE
Our sample consists of a combination of CLASH clusters (Postman
et al., 2012a) and galaxy groups from HST Program #12575. The
CLASH survey is a multi-cycle Treasury Program in which 25 clus-
ters at 0.19≤z≥0.89 were imaged in 16 filters with Wide Field Cam-
era 3 (WFC3)/ultraviolet and visible light (UVIS), WFC3/infrared
(WFC3/IR) and Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS)/Wide Field
Camera (WFC). CLASH reached 100% completion in Cycle 20
after 524 orbits. The CLASH sample consists of massive clus-
ters ranging in mass from M500,c= 2.4×1014 − 9×1014 M. For
our science goals we focus on the near-infrared F105W, F110W,
and F160W filters (corresponding to broad bandpasses centred on
1.055Å,1.153Å, and 1.536Å, respectively) from WFC3/IR for the
subsample of 20 CLASH clusters with z>0.25. The lower redshift
limit is driven by the field of view of WFC3/IR. At z<0.25, a 200
kpc distance is >50′′, which leaves insufficient off-source area for
sky determination.
At the lower-mass end of our sample, we have seven groups
with M500,c<1×1014 M. Four of the galaxy groups are part of
the supercluster SG1120 (Gonzalez et al., 2005). Of the remain-
ing groups, two are from the XMM Cluster Survey (XMM-XCS)
survey (Mehrtens et al., 2012) and two are from the ROSAT Deep
Cluster Survey (Mulchaey et al., 2006). All of the galaxy groups
have only a single orbit of imaging in F105W and F160W, for a
total of 8 orbits for the entire program. These groups were chosen
because of their X-ray coverage as well as their intermediate red-
shift, which is well matched to the median redshift of <z>=0.4 of
the CLASH sample. Their redshift range also insures that there is
sufficient area to use for a robust background subtraction and that
the field of view (FOV) of WFC3 covers an appreciable fraction of
r500,c (60-90%).
X-ray temperatures for all systems are sourced from the liter-
ature, which we use to determine M500,c masses using the Vikhlinin
et al. (2009) prescription. For the CLASH clusters we use X-Ray
temperature values from Chandra observations published in Post-
man et al. (2012a). For XMM022045 and XMM011140 we adopt
X-Ray temperatures from Mehrtens et al. (2012), which are based
on XMM-Newton data. The X-ray temperature of RXJ1334 is also
from XMM-Newton and originates in Jeltema et al. (2006). Finally,
the four groups of the super group SG1120 have X-Ray temper-
atures from Chandra, as in Gonzalez et al. (2005). We are aware
that cluster masses derived from Chandra are generally larger by
∼15% than those from XMM-Newton X-Ray temperatures (Mah-
davi et al., 2013). However clusters with kB <5 keV generally do
not suffer this systematic difference (Mahdavi et al., 2013) and thus
we do not apply any corrective factor to the M500,c values derived
for our group sample. The X-ray temperatures used to find M500,c
for the CLASH clusters all originate from Chandra data, and thus
do not need any corrections. Table 1 provides details for our sam-
ple, including their redshift, M500,c, and X-ray temperatures. We
show the distribution in mass and redshift of our sample in Figure
1.
3 REDUCTION
We follow the reduction methodology described in detail in Paper I
with a few exceptions. In this section we summarise our reduction
steps, going into greater detail for processes that differ from our
methods in Paper I. Since Paper I, we have refined the flat-fielding
procedure and standardised the methodology for PSF subtraction
for those fields with bright foreground stars.
Figure 1. M500,c vs. redshift, as derived by converting from X-ray temper-
atures using the Vikhlinin et al. (2009) prescription for the entire sample.
See Table 1 for a breakdown of imaging and X-ray temperature references.
This sample of 23 groups and clusters spans M500,c= 3×1013 to 9×1014 M,
making it the largest HST sample of intermediate redshift galaxy groups and
clusters used to study the ICL.
3.1 Delta Flats
Because we are analyzing the very faint, diffuse ICL, we must take
care that there is no large-scale residual variation in the flatness
calibration of the WFC3/IR detector. To this end we have created
“delta" flats for each filter by stacking WFC3/IR observations of
sparse fields with exposure times between 100-1600s (typically
several hundred images) bracketing the observation dates of these
clusters. We apply these δ-flats to all science images in addition
to the pipeline flat-fielding with the flats of Pirzkal et al. (2011).
After applying a 23x23 median smoothing kernel and a 5σ itera-
tive clipping of the large scale variations, we find the δ-flats have
rms differences from the Pirzkal flats of 0.8%, 0.9%, and 0.7% in
F105W, F110W, and F160W, respectively.
We have made δ-flats for each passband for a sequence of ob-
servation date ranges. We multiply each calibrated individual expo-
sure image (flt image) by its corresponding δ-flat (See Table A1 for
number of images input to each δ-flat for each epoch.) Flt images
have been processed by calwf3 (e.g. dark subtraction, bad pixel
identification, flat-fielding, etc), but have not yet been drizzled into
a final image (See WFC3 Handbook for more details). For F110W,
relatively few observations are available, and thus we have only
created 2 δ-flats. For the more commonly used F105W and F160W
we have created 3 δ-flats. Each flt image of our science images are
matched to the δ-flat with the appropriate filter/epoch combination.
We show each epoch/filter δ-flat in Figures A1- A3.
3.2 AstroDrizzle
Since Paper I, MultiDrizzle has been replaced by
AstroDrizzle for the processing of HST data from WFC3.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Table 1. Cluster Sample and Sources
Fullname Cluster z kT M500 r500 HST, X-ray
[keV] [1014 M] [kpc] Source
Abell611 A611 0.288 7.9±0.35 3.66±0.25 996+22−23 CLASH, a
MS2137-2353 MS2137 0.313 5.9±0.3 2.31±0.18 847+21−23 CLASH, a
XMMXCS J022045.1-032555.0 XMM022045 0.330 2.6+0.7−0.4 0.65
+0.27
−0.15 552
+67
−47 HST#12575, d
RX J1532+3021 RXJ1532 0.345 5.5±0.4 2.04±0.23 803+29−31 CLASH, a
RX J2248-4431 RXJ2248 0.348 12.4±0.6 7.06±0.52 1213+29−31 CLASH, a
MACS1931-2635 MACS1931 0.352 6.7±0.4 2.75±0.25 885+26−28 CLASH, a
MACS1115+0129 MACS1115 0.352 8.0±0.4 3.60±0.28 968+24−25 CLASH, a
SG 1120-1202-4 SG1120-4 0.369 3.0+1.2−1.0 0.8
+0.49
−0.41 582
+100
−123 HST#12575, b
XMMXCS J011140.3-453908.0 XMM011140 0.370 2.5+0.6−0.4 0.6
+0.22
−0.15 530
+58
−47 HST#12575, d
SG 1120-1202-2 SG1120-2 0.370 1.7+0.5−0.3 0.33
+0.15
−0.09 435
+57
−43 HST#12575, b
SG 1120-1202-1 SG1120-1 0.371 2.2+0.7−0.4 0.49
+0.24
−0.14 496
+70
−51 HST#12575, b
SG 1120-1202-3 SG1120-3 0.371 1.8+1.2−0.5 0.36
+0.37
−0.15 448
+118
−75 HST#12575, b
RX J1334.0+3750 RXJ1334 0.384 1.7+1.3−0.4 0.33
+0.39
−0.12 432
+127
−60 HST#12575, c
MACS1720+3536 MACS1720 0.391 6.6±0.4 2.63±0.24 859+26−27 CLASH, a
MACS0429-0253 MACS0429 0.399 6.0±0.44 2.26±0.25 815+29−32 CLASH, a
MACS0416-2403 MACS0416 0.420 7.5±0.8 3.14±0.51 902+47−52 CLASH, a
MACS1206-0848 MACS1206 0.440 10.8±0.6 5.43±0.46 1074+30−31 CLASH, a
MACS0329-0211 MACS0329 0.450 8.0±0.5 3.41±0.33 916+28−30 CLASH, a
RX J1347-1145 RXJ1347 0.451 15.5±0.6 9.38±0.56 1283+25−26 CLASH, a
MACS1311-0310 MACS1311 0.494 5.9±0.4 2.09±0.22 765+26−27 CLASH, a
MACS1149+2223 MACS1149 0.544 8.7±0.9 3.67±0.58 906+45−51 CLASH, a
MACS2129-0741 MACS2129 0.570 9.0±1.2 3.81±0.78 908+58−67 CLASH, a
CL J1226+3332 CL1226 0.890 13.8±2.8 6.08±1.89 937+88−109 CLASH, a
a: Postman et al. (2012a), b: Gonzalez et al. (2005), c: Jeltema et al. (2006), d: Mehrtens et al. (2012)
The most significant difference between our use of these two
packages is that with AstroDrizzle sky subtraction cannot
be suppressed. We allow AstroDrizzle to run with sky
subtraction so that it can properly identify cosmic rays, apply
distortion corrections, and drizzle the flts images into the final
science images. To avoid over-subtraction of the background
during drizzling we then create drizzled ‘sky frames’. These
frames are the result of drizzling the measured sky values taken
from each input flt image in a given science image into a single,
constant value at the same output pixel scale as the science images.
These sky frames are added back to the drizzled science images.
We measure and subtract the background via custom methods at a
later step, as described below.
3.3 Making the PSF
In our previous analysis, we did not subtract foreground stars for
two reasons: 1) no stars with F160W<17 mag fall within the area
in which we measured the ICL surface brightness and colour (r<
100 kpc) and 2) bright stars outside of this radius could be masked
while retaining a sufficient number of background pixels for the
calculation of the background level. All bright stars were masked
to large radii to ensure that the light from the extended wings of
the point spread function (PSF) was below our level of uncertainty
in the measured background level. With other CLASH and group
fields we do not always have this luxury. Thus, we must carefully
account for the light in the extended halo of the PSF of bright stars
because it may bias not only our background determination, but
also contribute to artificially high ICL measurements.
The model PSFs of TinyTim (Krist et al., 2011) extend to a
maximum of 15′′, an insufficiently large radius for our purposes.
Further, only the inner 2′′ are recommended for use due to uncer-
tainties in the models. The profiles of the brightest stars in our im-
ages (F160W∼14.5 mag) do not reach the uncertainty in the back-
ground until ∼25". Thus, we create a master PSF for each filter by
identifying and stacking isolated, bright stars in several alternate
fields (see Table B) to increase the signal in the extended wings of
the PSF.
To create the stacked, composite PSF for each filter, we first
astrodrizzle each field in a manner identical to how we drizzle the
science images. Each image is masked of all objects but the star
of interest and then normalised by the median flux in an annulus
from 2.9-3.1′′ from the star centre. All stars from different fields
for a given filter are stacked (excluding diffraction spikes). We then
construct a radial stellar profile composite. By stacking bright stars
we are able to derive a radial PSF profile out to ∼28′′, which en-
sures that we are completely subtracting any contribution of light
in the extended wings from our ICL or background measurements
for even the brightest stars. We use this radial profile to construct a
radially symmetric 2D PSF that is then used for the PSF subtraction
in the science images.
In each science field we identify stars brighter than
F160W=17.5 mag and then scale the composite 2D PSF to the ob-
served star’s brightness by performing a least square fit in which
only the normalisation of the master PSF is variable. We then sub-
tract the scaled 2D PSF from each bright star in the science image.
This PSF subtraction method ensures that the extended wings of
foreground stars are not biasing our measurements and allow us to
only mask the inner 5-8′′ of the brightest stars in the final science
images, thus preserving as many pixels as possible for ICL and
background measurement.
We also investigate the effect of the PSF on the convolution
of the ICL profiles. If the extended wings of the PSF are different
in each filter, it is possible that the convolution of the PSF with
the BCG+ICL profile may artificially induce a colour gradient. To
test the effect of the differential extended PSF wings, we first fit
the surface brightness distribution of the BCG+ICL in F160W of
MACS1149. Using a single component sersic profile fit centred on
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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the BCG we find best-fit values of µe =20.6, re =116 kpc, n=6.3.
We then generate an image with these parameters that has the same
size and pixel scale as the original field and produce a radially aver-
aged surface brightness profile from this image. This model is then
convolved with the 1D PSF profiles out to 26′′ in F105W, F110W,
and F160W. If convolution with the PSF has no differential effect
on the derived surface brightness profiles in these filters then we
should recover a constant difference when we look at the colour of
the convovled profiles. Indeed, we find that the convolved colour
profiles show a maximal difference of 0.01 mag arcsec−2 from the
expected constant colour outside of 0.5′′. We conclude that the con-
volution of the PSFs for the WFC3/IR filters used in this paper with
the BCG+ICL surface brightness profiles does not impact our mea-
sured colour profiles.
3.4 Masking
After applying a δ-flat to all input images and drizzling, we run
Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) for each group and clus-
ter. We use the F160W filter as the detection image to identify all
sources. After identification, we mask all sources more than 10′′
from the BCG to 3 times the semi-major and semi-minor axis out-
put of Source Extractor, which is 2.5 times the Kron radius. Within
10′′ of the BCG centre we manually mask sources by extending the
mask radius to eliminate galaxy contamination from the final ICL
data. Each epoch of data is masked individually and masked images
are used to find the sky level. The final mask for each filter is the
combination of all the masks from all epochs of that filter. Finally,
for a given colour (F105W−F160W or F110W−F160W), we pro-
duce a final mask that combines the masks of both filters to insure
that there is absolute symmetry in the masking and ICL extraction.
See Figures 2-3 for pre- and post-masking examples of the inner
200 kpc of each cluster.
As discussed in Paper I, our results are robust to the masking
method employed. What is important is that our masking is suffi-
ciently extensive that the results are convergent rather than sensi-
tive to the extended halos of individual galaxies. The analyses here
use a fixed expansion factor of 3 times the output semi-major and
semi-minor axis from Source Extractor to define mask sizes. This
methodology is similar to that employed by Jee (2010) and Krick
et al. (2006). We also perform a test in which we vary the expan-
sion factor between two and four in our current analysis. We find
that both the surface brightness and colour profiles remain consis-
tent within 1 sigma in all cases.
In addition to masking individual sources in each field, we
also visually inspect images for any large-scale background struc-
ture changes between epochs and mask any significant, large-scale
features. While we account for residual large-scale features in the
flatness of each image with our application of δ-flats, similar fea-
tures can be introduced into the observations from time-dependent
sources such as scattered light. We identify these phenomenon by
taking difference images between epochs in a given filter. If we
find large-scale features in these difference regions, we mask them
out. Masked pixels are not replaced or used in any measurement of
ICL characteristics. An instance of such masking can be seen for
MACS1115 in Figure 2.
3.5 Background Subtraction
Because the parallel field observations associated with the CLASH
clusters were not taken simultaneously with the science images,
we cannot use the parallel fields to determine the background level
of each cluster (See discussion in Paper I). Thus, the background
level must be determined from the science images themselves. Our
dominant source of systematic uncertainty is our background level
measurement, which is impacted by the number of available sky
pixels in each field that we can use to determine the background.
To find the sky level in each epoch of data, we first excise
a 300 (250) kpc radius circle centred on the BCG of each cluster
with z>0.35 (z<0.35). To have enough background pixels for a ro-
bust background determination, we only excise the inner 250kpc
for clusters with z<0.35, as at that redshift 250 kpc corresponds to
>50′′, or nearly the full radius of the WFC3/IR detector. We then fit
and subtract a plane to all unmasked pixels beyond 300 (250) kpc.
To test whether the ICL at 250 kpc and beyond appreciably
elevates the observed background level, we take the surface bright-
ness profiles in F160W and fit them with a simple Sersic model
extending to large radii (>300 kpc). The integrated ICL light from
300-450 kpc (roughly the largest radius inside of which we deter-
mine the sky) corresponds to a flux that is always below the 1σ
uncertainty level of the background, often by as much as by 1-2
mag arcsec−2. Thus even for ICL colours at 200 kpc, a radius to
which we generally are not able to measure the colour due to the
background uncertainty at such surface brightness levels (∼27 mag
arcsec−2 in F160W), we expect minimal systematic bias from using
pixels at 250 kpc and beyond in our background measurement.
After excising the inner 250-300 kpc, we then divide the re-
maining unmasked pixels into twenty-four, fifteen degree wedges
centred on the BCG. For each wedge we perform a 3σ iterative
clip. The final sky value used for that epoch is then the mean of all
wedge values, taking the standard error in the mean as the back-
ground level uncertainty. See Table C1 for the background value
and error for each epoch of data for all clusters.
4 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS PROFILES
After masking, background gradient subtraction, PSF subtraction
(if necessary), and sky subtraction, we measure the median radial
surface brightness profile of the ICL in each filter. Masked pixels
in each annuli are ignored and not replaced.
We use decadic logarithmic bin widths to maintain roughly
equal signal-to-noise in each radial bin. We measure the ICL sur-
face brightness in dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 and dlog(r[kpc])=0.15 bins,
taking the median radius value in each bin as the bin radius. The
dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 bins are narrow, and thus the derived surface
brightness profiles show considerable bin-to-bin scatter. However,
because the bins are so narrow, there is less ambiguity in the bin
radius. We use these profiles in subsequent radial trend fits. The
dlog(r[kpc])=0.15 bins produce smoothed profiles with less scat-
ter, which we use for clarity of visual representation in this paper’s
figures.
Because of the multi-epoch imaging available with CLASH
we can constrain the systematic variation in our surface brightness
measurements by comparing the measured surface brightness of
a given cluster on different observation dates. We take this sys-
tematic uncertainty, evaluated as the scatter in surface brightness
measurements for a given cluster and filter over the available ob-
servation dates, as the error in our surface brightness measurements
because the statistical errors are sub-dominant to the systematic un-
certainty. However, because we have only a single epoch of F105W
and F160W data for the galaxy groups, we cannot constrain the
groups’ surface brightness measurements in the same way. Instead,
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Figure 2. The inner 200 kpc of the masked and un-masked F160W images for the twelve lowest redshift groups and clusters. In the unmasked images pixels
brighter than 22 mag arcsec−2 are in white and black regions in the masked images are masked sources. A 15′′ scale bar is marked on the masked cutouts.
North is up, East left.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 3. Same as in Figure 2 but for the 11 highest redshift clusters.
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we make a composite error on the surface brightness to surface
brightness (σµ − µ) relation of all CLASH clusters for F105W and
F160W and fit each relation with an exponential function. To find
the uncertainty on the groups’ surface brightness measurements in
a given filter we then use the best-fit exponential and take the cor-
responding uncertainty given the observed surface brightness. This
proceedure assumes that the variation in surface brightness mea-
surements from the multi-epoch imaging of the CLASH survey
also represents the level of systematic error measuring the surface
brightness of the single-epoch galaxy group images. The data for
the groups was acquired in the same time frame as the CLASH
sample.
In Figure 4 we show the observed (no passband, evolution,
or cosmological dimming corrections) F105W, F110W, & F160W
surface brightness profiles (blue, green, and red lines, respec-
tively) for all clusters and groups ordered by redshift, left to right.
Groups and three of the CLASH clusters are limited to F160W and
F105W profiles (as described in §5.1 below). All systems’ surface
brightness profiles are truncated when 3 consecutive bins in the
dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 profiles have an uncertainty greater than 0.2 mag
arcsec−2 (∼20% relative uncertainty). The radius at which this cri-
teria is reached varies cluster to cluster, but generally lies in the
range of 26-27 mag arcsec−2 for the CLASH clusters. Because the
uncertainty in F105W is higher and we have only a single orbit in
both F105W and F160W for the galaxy groups, their profiles reach
this criteria at smaller radii, which corresponds to a brighter surface
brightness limit.
5 RADIAL COLOUR PROFILES
We produce ICL radial colour profiles by subtracting the F160W
surface brightness profiles from either the F105W or F110W sur-
face brightness bin by bin. In the very core region, the low numbers
of pixels in each bin could result in colour profiles that differ from
those derived if we instead first produced a difference image and
then radially binned. However, at r>10 kpc low numbers of pixels
in each bin is not a concern and we do not use the colour profiles
within 10 kpc in any quantitative way throughout the extent of this
paper. The same masks are used for both filters, ensuring that any
observed features in the ICL are physical and not artifacts of differ-
ent masking.
Our dominant uncertainty is in the measurement of the back-
ground, which varies by as much as 75%, 59%, and 45% between
epochs in F105W, F110W, and F160W, respectively. To constrain
the systematic errors between different filters and epochs we ana-
lyze each epoch of data separately. This means that for the CLASH
clusters we have an ensemble of 8 colour profiles (all CLASH clus-
ters have 2 F110W epochs and 4 F160W epochs - for a total of
8 possible combinations.) We use the spread between all the indi-
vidual epochs of colour profiles to constrain the systematic errors
between different epochs of data. These systematic uncertainties
are considerably larger than any intrinsic uncertainties for a given
bin. We therefore take the error in the mean of all individual colour
profiles per bin as the error in the final colour of the ICL in that bin.
As a measure of the robustness of our ICL colour profiles we
compare the average colour profile produced with each of the bluer
filter epochs (e.g. the average of all four F160W image subtracted
from a single F110W epoch image).
F110Wi− < F160W >=
Σ
NF160W
j=1 (F110Wi − F160W j)
NF160W
(1)
A CLASH cluster is only included in our final sample if these
two profiles of a given colour (either F105W−F160W or F110W-
F160W) are consistent within 2σ at all radii (see §5.1).
We find that differences between the two epochs of the bluer
filter (either F105W or F110W) are the largest source of system-
atic uncertainty in the colour profiles. This is because the bluer fil-
ters are more affected by scattered light and HeI emission from the
upper atmosphere (Brammer et al., 2014). Further, the background
noise in F110W is less affected by the diffuse emission of HeI in the
upper atmosphere because of its wide wavelength coverage as com-
pared to F105W’s smaller bandwidth. For most clusters we are able
to minimise any large-scale structure difference in the two epochs
of the bluer filter observations by looking at the difference image of
the two epochs and masking out holes, peaks, or other large-scale
structures in the background (as described in §3.4).
For the groups we employ a similar technique to assess the
F105W−F160W profiles produced. The F105W images of the
groups consist of 6-8 calibrated individual exposure images (flt im-
age) which are drizzled into the final science images. To assess the
spread in measured colour we split the single orbit of F105W data
into 2 sets of 3-4 flt images and drizzle them as if they were two dif-
ferent epochs of data. As with the CLASH clusters, the spread in the
‘multi-epoch’ group colour profiles is used to constrain the robust-
ness of our measured ICL colours. Half of the flts from SG1120-
3 and SG1120-4 are contaminated with HeI emission, and were
removed. Thus, for these two groups we are unable to split the
F105W images into artificial epochs. The final colour profiles of
both SG1120-3 and SG1120-4 are the single epoch colours with
uncertainties reflecting only the systematic surface brightness mea-
surements uncertainties from the composite CLASH relationship,
as described in §4.
5.1 Rejected Groups and Clusters
In general, for both groups and CLASH clusters, the
F105W−F160W colours show larger uncertainty due to
F105W systematically suffering from higher background un-
certainty. Of the 20 CLASH clusters with z>0.25, 13 yield
robust F110W−F160W profiles. Three of the clusters without solid
F110W−F160W profiles do, however, have robust F105W−F160W
profiles (RXJ1532, MACS0416, and RXJ2248). To bring the
groups and the three CLASH clusters with F105W−F160W
profiles to a common colour, we apply a colour correction. See
Appendix §D for the details of this transformation.
Figure 5 illustrates the raw colour profiles of each system in
the final sample that were used to assess whether to include a cluster
in the final sample. Of the 20 CLASH clusters available, we exclude
MACS1423+2404, MACS0647.8+7015, and MACS0744.9+3927
because the average colour profiles produced with each epoch
of their bluer filter (as in Figure 5 for the final sample) are of
poor data quality over the majority of the radial range probed
in both F105W−F160W and F110W−F160W. Similarly, we ex-
clude RXJ0329 from the final group sample based on inconsis-
tent F105W−F160W profiles beyond∼20 kpc. Finally, we exclude
MACS0717 from the final sample because it is a very dynamic sys-
tems of 4 merging clusters with no clear central BCG to which to
anchor the radial profiles (Limousin et al., 2012).
5.2 Measuring colour Gradients
To measure the colour gradient of the ICL, we combine all
colour epochs into a single average profile for bin sizes of both
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Figure 4. Surface brightness profiles for F105W, F110W, & F160W corresponding to the blue, green, and red lines, respectively. Clusters and groups are
ordered by increasing redshift. Profiles are terminated when 3 consecutive bins in the dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 bins have >0.2 mag arcsec−2 uncertainty in the
measured surface brightness. Depending on filter and cluster, this criteria is reach at ∼26-27 mag arcsec−2 for the CLASH clusters and ∼25-26 mag arcsec−2
for the groups. Error bars are omitted as they are generally too small to be seen and are always less than 0.2 mag arcsec−2.
dlog(r[kpc]) = 0.05 and 0.15, taking the median radius in each bin
as the bin location. For the dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 binned profiles we
do not terminate the profiles until there are 3 consecutive bins that
have a colour uncertainty of greater than 0.2 mag arcsec−2. Clus-
ters reach this point at various radii – the groups extend to 53-120
kpc and the CLASH clusters reach between 75-250 kpc. In Fig-
ure 6a we show F110W−F160W colour profiles e+k corrected to
z=0 for our entire sample of systems. We use EZGAL (Mancone
& Gonzalez, 2012) to estimate the e+k corrections for a Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) (hereafter BC03) simple stellar population model
with solar metallicity, formation redshift of z f=3, and Chabrier ini-
tial mass function (IMF) (Chabrier, 2003). We have omitted error
bars for clarity, representative uncertainties are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6b shows the same profiles as in Figure 6a but each system
is scaled to its r500,c. A tabular version of the observed (not e+k cor-
rected) F110W−F160W profiles in dlog(r[kpc])=0.15 bins, along
with 1σ errors, are available in the appendix (See Table E1).
We measure the ICL colour gradients using the
dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 radial bins, and define the colour gradient,
d(F110W-F160W)(d log(r))−1, as ∇F110W−F160W henceforth. The
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Figure 5. ICL colour profiles off all systems, ordered by redshift left to right. F110W−F160W is shown for all CLASH clusters except for MACS0416,
RXJ2249, RXJ1532 and the groups. For these systems we use the F105W−F160W colour profiles of the ICL and convert to F110W−F160W using a colour
correction derived from a BC03 solar metallicity, SSP model generated with EZGAL (See §D). For systems with multiple epochs of the bluer filter, two colour
profiles are shown, one for each profile produce by averaging all F160W images with a single bluer filter image. Profiles are terminated at the point where the
uncertainty in the colour becomes larger than 0.2 mag arcsec−2 in 3 consistent bins in the dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 radial profiles.
radial extent of the colour profiles varies significantly between
groups and clusters. If we fit all systems to a constant outer radius,
then this restricts us to a maximum radius of 53 kpc (RXJ1334).
Conversely, requiring data extending to 110 kpc would eliminate
6 of the 7 group systems. To understand the effect of maximum
radius on the measured colour gradient, we first fit all systems to
53 kpc. For those systems whose colour profiles reach 110 kpc
we then refit the colour gradient. We find that no systems are
significantly affected by changing the outer radius of the fit from
53 to 110 kpc, though fits using the larger outer radius have lower
uncertainties.
We next bin our systems into clusters (M500,c>1×1014 M) and
groups (M500,c<1×1014 M) perform a simultaneous fit to all pro-
files in each bin to compute a best fit ensemble gradient. For the
groups we find a colour gradient of ∇F110W−F160W=−0.143±0.025.
For the CLASH clusters we find ∇F110W−F160W=−0.093±0.011. At
face value, these fits argue that the group and cluster gradients dif-
fer at the 2σ level.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6. F110W−F160W colour profiles of all systems. Systems observed in F105W−F160W (dashed lines) have been corrected to F110W−F160W colours
as described in §D. Left: All profiles are e+k corrected to z=0. Right: F110W−F160W colour profiles scaled by each system’s r500,c. All systems show a
similar shape in their colour profile. They are generally flat inside of 10 kpc, where the BCG dominates, and gradually become bluer with increasing radius.
The negative colour gradients indicate that tidal stripping and dwarf disruption are the likely dominant formation mechanisms of the ICL.
To test the robustness of this result, we next assess the im-
pact of the choice of inner fitting radius. In the discussion thus
far we have been using a nominal inner radius of 10 kpc. The
choice of inner radius is potentially important because we must
avoid the central region where the BCG dominates the observed
luminosity. In this regime, the BCG colour gradients are typically
much flatter than for the outer ICL profiles. Inclusion of radii for
which the BCG dominates the luminosity will thus bias the ob-
served measurements towards shallower ICL colour gradients. We
repeat the joint fit using an inner radius of 15 kpc. With this revised
inner radius we find ∇F110W−F160W=−0.114±0.040 for groups and
∇F110W−F160W=−0.104±0.015 for the clusters–values that are con-
sistent to within the observational uncertainties. We thus see no
statistically significant evidence for a mass dependence of the ob-
served colour gradients.
We also recompute the individual profiles using 15 kpc for
the inner radius. The colour gradients of the ICL remains in the
range of -0.25≤∇F110W−F160W<0 for all systems whether they are
measured with an inner fitting radius of 10 or 15 kpc. For individ-
ual systems, particularly the groups, values can change by more
than the statistical uncertainties. These changes reflect the fact that
the highest signal-to-noise comes from the smaller radii, so any
colour variations due to structure on these scales can impact the
overall fits. Despite the ambiguity in colour gradient, which de-
pends on the choice of inner fitting radius, we find that all but one
cluster show a negative colour gradient at the ≥3σ level. The out-
lier, MACS0329, was one of the four systems studied in Paper I,
where we first noted its flat colour gradient. As a check, we com-
pare the best-fit colour gradients of the four clusters from Paper
I to those derived with the re-processing described in this Paper.
For these four clusters (MACS1206, MACS0329, MACS1149, &
MACS2129) we find best-fit slopes that are consistent with the pub-
lished values of Paper I within 1.5σ.
We also perform a simultaneous fit to all colour profiles to find
the characteristic colour gradient for the entire sample of groups
and clusters. Using a χ2 minimization, we fit for the colour gra-
dient that best represents the entire sample by simultaneously fit-
ting all colour profiles from 10<r<110 kpc, letting the normali-
sation of the fit vary for each cluster. We find an ensemble best-
fit slope of ∇F110W−F160W=−0.097±0.012. Repeating this evalua-
tion for all colour profiles with an inner radius of 15 kpc we find
∇F110W−F160W=−0.105±0.018, which is consistent within 1σ of the
best-fit using a 10 kpc inner cutoff.
We express the colour gradients in terms of physical
units (kpc), but the logarithmic definition of the gradient
(dlog(flux)/dlog(radius)) means that a simple scaling of radii by
r500,c will not affect the quantitative measure of the gradient. The
potential effect of considering objects that span a range of sizes
arises only from scale-dependent deviations from a power-law gra-
dient between groups and clusters, such as the role of the BCG that
we explored with the selection of the inner radius. Ultimately, we
selected to express the gradients in physical units because that is
the simpler, most robust expression that can be compared to simu-
lations.
6 ICL LUMINOSITY AND COLOUR GRADIENT
DISTRIBUTION
In Paper I we had a much smaller sample of clusters – only 4
CLASH clusters. Still, based on the observed negative colour gra-
dients combined with the high ICL luminosities of those first four
clusters we concluded that tidal stripping of L>0.2L* galaxies is
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the dominant means by which the ICL builds up. With this ex-
panded sample consisting of 16 massive CLASH clusters and 7
less-massive galaxy groups, we have a greatly expanded sample
with which to test if these conclusions hold, particularly as we can
investigate the effect of total cluster mass on ICL characteristics.
Of the 23 groups and clusters in our sample, all but one
show negative colour gradients at the 3σ level or higher (best-
fit gradients are listed in Table 2). From our simultaneous fits
to the binned group and cluster colour profiles we find that
the groups have a characteristic colour gradient ranging between
∇F110W−F160W=−0.143±0.025 to ∇F110W−F160W=−0.114±0.040, for
colour profiles measured with an inner radius of 10 and 15 kpc,
respectively. For the more massive clusters the best-fit colour gra-
dient ranges from ∇F110W−F160W=−0.093±0.011 to −0.104±0.015.
Such negative colour gradients can be produced by either
dwarf disruption or tidal stripping, but not via violent relaxation
after major mergers with the BCG (Eigenthaler & Zeilinger, 2013;
La Barbera et al., 2012; Melnick et al., 2012, See §1). We conclude
that either tidal stripping or dwarf disruption are the dominant chan-
nels of ICL growth over a wide range of cluster masses for systems
at z<0.9. However, we cannot discriminate between the two mech-
anisms using the observed negative colour gradients alone.
As in Paper I, we use the total ICL luminosity and stellar
mass to break the degeneracy between tidal stripping and dwarf
disruption. We convert the radially averaged F160W flux profile
into equivalent L luminosities. Values for the BCG+ICL luminos-
ity within 10, 50, and 100 kpc are listed in Table 2.
For r<100 kpc we find total BCG+ICL luminosities within
100 kpc of LBCG+ICL >1.4×1012 L (14 L*) for the CLASH clusters
(<LCLASH,100 >=2.3×1012 L(23 L*)) and between 0.7-1.3×1012
L (<LGROUP,100 >=1.1×1012 L, >11 L*) for the groups (using
L*=1×1011 L, as estimated with a BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot,
2003) model with Coma normalisation, Chabrier IMF (Chabrier,
2003), solar metallicity, and formation redshift z f=3 at z=0.5).
These luminosities are too great to be explained by dwarf disrup-
tion alone – shredding the number of dwarfs it would take to equal
this luminosity would leave an indelible mark on the faint end slope
of the member galaxy luminosity function.
On average the groups have a BCG+ICL luminosity between
10<r<100 kpc of L10−100 =6.4×1011 L(∼6 L*). To produce this
level of luminosity, the faint end slope of the galaxy luminosity
function (GLF) would need to evolve from at least as steep as α=-
1.85 to present day values of α ∼-0.8 (Lin et al., 2004; Muzzin
et al., 2007). Such an extreme change in the faint population of
galaxies in clusters is inconsistent with the observed lack of evolu-
tion in α since at least z∼1.3, and potentially since z∼3.2 (Mancone
et al., 2012; Strazzullo et al., 2010; Wylezalek et al., 2014). Dwarf
galaxies below the completeness limits of these studies are not the
answer either; producing the observed ICL luminosities from such
faint galaxies alone would require a near-divergent GLF faint end
slope. Thus, we infer that dwarf disruption cannot account for the
majority of the ICL regardless of the total mass of the cluster in
which the ICL is being formed.
Further, the average amount of BCG+ICL luminosity ob-
served between 10<r<100 kpc in the group sample, which is con-
siderably less than that for the more massive CLASH clusters, can-
not be explained exclusively by violent relaxation after major merg-
ers with the BCG. If each major merger event deposits 20-50% (as
in Murante et al. (2007) or Lidman et al. (2013)) of the incoming
L* galaxy into the ICL this would require 12-30 merging events
to account for the average 6 L*of light in the ICL (10<r<100 kpc)
of the galaxy groups. This number of mergers is a few to 10 times
higher than the expected number of major mergers after z=1 (Lid-
man et al., 2013), which is when the majority of the ICL is expected
to build-up.
In Figure 7 we show the BCG+ICL stellar mass, MF, as a
function of M500,c in the inner 10 kpc (circles) and r<100 kpc (tri-
angles) for each system. We arrive at these stellar masses by taking
our measured BCG+ICL luminosities and applying a solar mass
to light ratio from a BC03 simple stellar population (SSP) model
with Chabrier IMF, formation redshift z f=3, and solar metallic-
ity. For the groups the stellar mass at r<10 kpc, which is domi-
nated by the BCG, has a mean value of 2.2×1011 M. For clus-
ters with M500,c>1×1014 M the equivalent stellar mass is 3.2×1011
M. At r<100 kpc, these values grow to 5.5×1011 M and 1.2×1012
M for groups and clusters, respectively. The trend of increasing
BCG+ICL stellar mass with total cluster mass is consistent with
other recent baryon census studies and models of galaxy groups
and clusters (Gonzalez et al., 2013; Contini et al., 2014; Laganá
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2007).
We fit the MF–M500,c relations with a power law for the total
stellar mass within 10 and 100 kpc. We find MF ,10 ∝M500,c0.17±0.06
and MF ,100 ∝M500,c0.37±0.05 The stellar mass within the inner 10 kpc
has a shallower index (0.17±0.06) as compared to the r<100 kpc
index (0.37±0.05). This difference suggests that while BCG+ICL
mass grows with cluster mass, there is a maximum stellar density
threshold which prevents further central growth, even in the largest
clusters. The total stellar mass instead must grow primarily from
accretion at larger radii.
We note that these fits are to M500,c values that correspond to
the mass of the clusters at their redshift (not evolved to z=0) and
that our sample does not constitute an evolutionary sample. Thus
we cannot speak to how the BCG+ICL stellar mass distribution
changes as a given halo evolves. However, we can conclude that
for a given cluster mass the ICL contains a larger fraction of the
stellar content of the cluster core than the BCG (r<10 kpc) and
that this inequality grows with increasing total mass. Additionally,
we find that although the stellar content of the BCG+ICL goes
up with total mass, it increases more slowly than the host cluster
total mass. Qualitatively this suggests that low-mass, group envi-
ronments, are more efficient at producing ICL than clusters within
a fixed physical radius. These conclusions echo those found by
Gonzalez et al. (2013) for a sample of low-redshift clusters with
1×1014<M500,c<1×1015 M.
6.1 Equivalent Galaxy colours
Several recent observational studies use the ICL colour in compar-
ison to the galaxy member population colours to constrain which
galaxies contribute most to the build-up of the ICL (Krick et al.,
2006; Krick & Bernstein, 2007; Montes & Trujillo, 2014; Morishita
et al., 2016). This can only be a rough comparison; only the low-
est mass galaxies are completely disrupted and thus fully deposited
into the ICL and therefore match the observed ICL colour one-to-
one.
We use the observed colour of the ICL at each radius to con-
strain the galaxy progenitor population. In the simplest case, where
a single type of galaxy dominates the contribution, then the colour
of the ICL will match the colour of the progenitor population. In
reality, we expect a variety of galaxies to contribute. However, be-
cause the galaxy red sequence sets a limit on reddest galaxies possi-
ble and because that limit is a function of luminosity and therefore
mass, one can constrain the progenitor population by requiring that
the reddest galaxy contributing to the ICL not already be bluer than
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 7. BCG+ICL stellar mass as a function of M500,c. Circles show
the total stellar mass for radii < 10 kpc and triangles for r<100 kpc. The
stellar mass in the inner r<10 kpc has a much shallower form as a func-
tion of M500,c (dashed line) with a fit log(MF)=(0.17±0.06)log(M500,c
[M])+(8.99±0.80), as compared to the total stellar mass within 100 kpc
(solid line) with a fit log(MF)=(0.37±0.05)log(M500,c [M])+(6.63±0.70).
the ICL. For example, if the reddest low mass galaxy is bluer than
the ICL, then low mass galaxies cannot be the dominant progenitor
population of the ICL. In this way we investigate how the dominant
galaxy donor changes as a function of radius, and how more real-
istic physical scenarios, in which the donor red sequence galaxy
is not completely disrupted, affect the range of galaxies that can
significantly contribute to the ICL.
Connor et al. (2017) have created a photometric catalog of
all the CLASH fields, which uses multi-scale, mode-based back-
ground subtraction to detect both the full extent of large galaxies as
well as small galaxies embedded in diffuse cluster emission across
all 17 CLASH filters. colours are measured in fixed apertures be-
tween filters, at sizes comparable to the Kron radius, after subtrac-
tion of individual local backgrounds. They then calculate photo-
metric redshift probabilities using the Baysian Photometric Red-
shift code presented by Benítez (2000) (BPZ2 Benítez et al., 2004;
Coe et al., 2006) and model stellar populations for each galaxy with
iSEDfit (Moustakas et al., 2013). Connor et al. (2017) define
a set of cluster members for each cluster, based on the following
ordered priorities: spectroscopic redshift (where available), photo-
metric redshift probability, SED goodness-of-fit, and a less strin-
gent photometric redshift probability; a more detailed description
of this selection is provided in that paper.
After we apply the CLASH member identification to the cata-
logs, we e+k correct the galaxy magnitudes to z=0. For each clus-
ter we then subtract m∗,F160W from the measured F160W galaxy
magnitudes to normalise all clusters’ members magnitudes rela-
tive to m∗. We determine m∗,F160W for each cluster using a Coma
normalisation with a BC03 SSP with z f=3.0, solar metallicity, and
2 http://www.stsci.edu/ ∼dcoe/BPZ/
Chabrier IMF. We then create a composite colour-magnitude dia-
gram in F110W−F160W and perform a weighted linear fit to de-
termine the red sequence. We initially fit to all galaxies, and then
clip galaxies beyond 0.15 mag from the best fit line and fit again.
This relation allows us to translate the observed ICL colours to the
magnitude of a red sequence galaxy with equivalent colour. We find
that the bluest ICL colours in the range of 10<r<100 kpc (0.008-
0.13 r500,c) are consistent with cluster galaxy colours at M∗+2.5,
equivalent to L>0.1 L*, as seen in Figure 9.
We note that M∗+2.5 is only the equivalent magnitude galaxy
that matches the observed ICL colour at 100 kpc; this assumes red
sequence galaxies, regardless of mass, are completely disrupted to
build the ICL. However, galaxies are not necessarily fully disrupted
and the extent to which stars are removed depends on both the mass
and orbit of the galaxy. Because of the internal colour gradients in
early-type galaxies, there is actually some range in colour of stars
that can be stripped into the ICL. For more massive galaxies in
many cases only the outskirts are stripped during tidal interactions
and therefore only stars bluer than the total integrated colour of the
galaxy are added to the ICL. Thus, our calculation of the mass of
galaxies contributing to the ICL in the complete disruption scenario
is a conservative lower limit on the progenitor population of the ICL
as a function of radius.
From La Barbera et al. (2010), the internal colour gradient
of massive early-type galaxies in the near-infrared is ∇Y−H=-0.061
mag/log(r). Assuming stars are only stripped from 1-2 times the
radius that drives the observed luminosity-weighted colour, this
corresponds to stars that are 0.018 mag bluer than the integrated
colour of the galaxy. In order to match the observed ICL colour
to these bluer stars we must, in effect, move the red-sequence rela-
tion (as in Fig 8) bluer by 0.018 mag. We then repeat the conversion
from observed ICL colour to equivalent galaxy magnitude with this
shifted red-sequence. The ambiguity in ICL progenitor source (to-
tal disruption vs. tidal stripping) is represented in Figure 9 as the
red shaded region, which encompasses galaxies ∼0.5 mag brighter
than the total disruption (solid line) scenario.
This procedure, as described in the preceding text, is only a
first order estimation to the colour range of stars liberated from
a galaxy’s outskirts. The actual tidal radius to which a galaxy is
stripped depends not only on the galaxy mass, but also on the lo-
cation within the potential at which it is being stripped. However,
using this metric, we can place constraints on the dominant ICL
progenitor galaxy population as a function of cluster radius – at a
given radius there is typically a range of ∼0.5 mag in the magni-
tude of galaxies contributing stars to the ICL assuming a stripping
depth of 1-2 times the radius which drives the observed luminosity-
weighted colour. Further, we can use the derived equivalent magni-
tude galaxy versus radius (Figure 9) in conjunction with the median
colour profile versus radius of the CLASH clusters to identify the
fraction of the total BCG+ICL luminosity within r<100 kpc as a
function of cluster member galaxy magnitude. In this way, we in-
fer that ∼75% of the total BCG+ICL luminosity within r<100 kpc
is consistent with red sequence galaxy magnitudes of M∗+1.6 and
brighter (log(MF)>10.4). The models of Contini et al. (2014) sug-
gest that 68% of the ICL originates in log(MF)>10.5. This theoret-
ical prediction is not dissimilar from our observational constraints,
suggesting that the majority of the ICL originates in such massive
galaxies.
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Figure 8. Composite CMD for all CLASH clusters, using cluster member-
ship catalogs from Connor et al. (2017) (as described in §6.1). Each cluster
is e+k corrected to z=0 with EZGAL using a BC03 model with SSP, z f =3,
Chabrier IMF, and solar metallicity. We find m∗ for each cluster with the
same SPS model with a Coma normalisation. We then normalise all F160W
magnitudes to m∗,F160W by taking mF160W - m∗,F160W for all clusters. Our
red sequence fit is illustrated with the solid red line. Horizontal dashed lines
represent the median ICL CLASH colour at r=10 kpc (upper) and r=100
kpc (lower).
6.2 ICL Origins
One aspect this study adds to the above narrative, beyond confirm-
ing our conclusions from Paper I with a larger sample, is an anal-
ysis of how the composition of the ICL changes due to the mass
of the system in which it is being formed. Galaxies might be ex-
pected to interact and evolve differently depending on the halo in
which they reside. In more massive clusters ram-pressure stripping,
harassment, and minor-mergers are significant mechanisms that af-
fect individual galaxy growth and subsequent evolution (Park &
Hwang, 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Wez˙gowiec et al., 2012). How-
ever, in lower-mass groups tidal interaction between galaxies are
more efficient at stripping galaxies due to longer interaction times
and can therefore significantly impact a galaxy’s evolution. The
ICL records these differences in galaxy interaction rates and types
as it collects all of the stripped stars throughout the cluster assem-
bly history.
To start addressing this concept observationally, we look to
how the luminosity, colour, and colour distribution of the ICL be-
have over the mass range probed in this sample. As presented in
Table 2, the colour gradient of the ICL remains in the range of
−0.25≤∇F110W−F160W<0 for all systems whether they are measured
with an inner fitting radius of 10 or 15 kpc. However, because of the
group colour gradients are not individually robust to the choice of
inner fitting radius (See §5.2), we cannot use the observed colour
gradient as a function of total cluster mass as a diagnostic of the
dominant formation mechanism. Instead we bin our sample into
two sub-samples using a dividing mass of 1×1014 M and simulta-
neously fit all profiles within a bin. As discussed in §5.2, the results
Figure 9. Using our best-fit red sequence as in Figure 8, we translate the
observed colour of the median CLASH ICL colour profile at each radius to
a red sequence galaxy with an equivalent colour. In this way we estimate
the progenitor population of the ICL if all galaxies that contribute to the
ICL are completely disrupted. The red shaded region represents the possible
range when instead of complete disruption, galaxies are only stripped from
1-2 times the radius the drives the observed luminosity-weighted colour.
The total disruption (black) line represents a hard lower-limit on the magni-
tude of galaxy that can significantly contribute to the ICL at that radius. A
galaxy with the same equivalent colour as the ICL at 100 kpc (∼0.1r500,c)
corresponds to a M∗+2.5 galaxy.
of these fits do not indicate that a statistically significant relation
exists between colour gradient and total cluster mass.
Given the negative colour gradients, high luminosities, and
red colours of the ICL the combined evidence indicate that tidal
stripping of massive galaxies (log(MF/M)>10.4) is the dominant
channel of ICL formation within 100 kpc (0.08-0.23 r500,c) for
groups and clusters spanning 3×1013−9×1014 M at z<0.9. How-
ever, these observations do not isolate whether stripping is predom-
inantly due to the cluster potential or galaxy-galaxy interactions.
However, we do note that a recent study by Giallongo et al. (2014)
has made some basic assumptions about the origin of the ICL and
calculated the fraction of cluster light contained in the BCG+ICL
as a function of radius. Assuming circular orbits, and tidal stripping
from the cluster potential alone, they are able to recover the poten-
tial shape of cluster CL0024+17 (z∼0.4), as measured with weak
lensing. This correspondence between the weak-lensing potential
shape and the distribution of stellar light from the BCG+ICL sug-
gests that stars liberated from their natal galaxies via stripping by
the cluster potential (as opposed to galaxy-galaxy interactions) may
constitute a significant portion of the total stellar content of the ICL.
It should be noted that no study has yet to use the distribution of
the ICL in a similar manner to test potential formation mechanisms
starting with a different baseline assumption (e.g. stripping galaxy-
galaxy interaction and/or pre-processing in in-falling groups).
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7 CONCLUSIONS
Using our sample of 23 galaxy groups and clusters ranging in red-
shift from 0.25<z<0.89 and M500,c= 3×1013−9×1014 M, we con-
strain the progenitor population and formation mechanism of the
ICL with analysis of the surface brightness, colour distribution, to-
tal luminosity, and equivalent red sequence galaxy colour.
(1) We rule out major mergers associated with the BCG as
the dominant channel of ICL formation beyond 10 kpc. Our
F110W−F160W colour gradients, fit between either r>10 kpc
or r>15 kpc and 53-110 kpc, are negative for all systems but
one at the 3σ level or greater. Many successive major mergers
would eradicate a gradient in the stellar populations of the ICL
(La Barbera et al., 2012; Eigenthaler & Zeilinger, 2013). Ad-
ditionally, for violent relaxation after major mergers with BCG
to produce the observed level of luminosity of the BCG+ICL at
r<100 kpc, an order of magnitude too many the expected num-
ber of mergers with the BCG would have to occur after z=1
(Lidman et al., 2013). Thus we are left with only tidal stripping
or dwarf disruption as potential mechanisms of ICL formation
that can produce the observed negative colour gradients in the
ICL.
(2) ICL luminosities are too bright for dwarf disruption alone
to be the dominant source of intracluster light and leads us
to conclude that tidal stripping of more-massive galaxies is
the likely dominant formation mechanism of the ICL. All
CLASH clusters show a total BCG+ICL luminosity within
r<100 kpc greater than 1.3×1012 L, and as high as 3.5×1012
L. The groups have lower ICL luminosities in the range of 0.7-
1.3×1012 L. To produce the minimum of 6 L* of luminosity
from 10<r<100 kpc for the group sample via the disruption of
dwarf galaxies would require hundreds of dwarfs. In turn, this
would significantly flatten the faint-end slope of the luminosity
function for z<1, which has not been observed (Mancone et al.,
2012; Wylezalek et al., 2014).
(3) By matching the colour of the ICL with the colours of clus-
ter galaxy members, we find that the ICL colour within 100
kpc is consistent with red sequence galaxies with M<M∗+2.5,
or L>0.1 L*. We have constructed a composite CMD for all
CLASH clusters and fit the red-sequence colour-magnitude re-
lation. Under the assumption that a galaxy is completely dis-
rupted and directly added to the ICL, which we note is not
physical for massive galaxies, we convert the observed median
CLASH BCG+ICL colour profile to the equivalent magnitude
red sequence galaxy donors as a function of radius. This offers
a conservative lower limit to the mass of the ICL progenitor
population. In more realistic scenarios, only the outer regions
of galaxies will be stripped during tidal interactions, which are
bluer. Further, we find that 75% of the ICL luminosity origi-
nates with M∗+1.6 and brighter galaxies (log(MF/M)>10.4).
(4) We determine that the stellar mass of the inner 100 kpc goes
as log(MF/M)=(0.37±0.05)log(M500,c [M])-(6.63±0.70),
which is considerably steeper than the stellar mass of the in-
ner 10 kpc (log(MF/M)∝(0.17±0.06)log(M500,c [M])) and
implies that the inner and outer components are decoupled.
The stellar content of the BCG+ICL goes up more slowly than
the host cluster total mass growth, suggesting that the ICL is
more efficiently produced in low-mass, group environments.
The similarity of the BCG+ICL absolute colours and colour
gradients over our groups and cluster samples indicates that
one dominant ICL-producing mechanism operates over our en-
tire mass range. Such observations offer a benchmark for future
models and simulations to reproduce when investigating the
progenitor population and formation mechanism of the ICL in
halos ranging from group to cluster masses.
The observed high luminosities, negative colour gradients, and
red colour of the ICL point to the following: at z<0.9 the ICL in the
inner 100 kpc is built up largely via tidally stripping of massive
galaxies with log(MF/M)>10.0 (L>0.1 L*) Additionally, we es-
timate that 75% of the ICL luminosity in massive clusters like the
CLASH sample is consistent in colour with originating in galaxies
more massive than log(MF)>10.4. Finally, we find a difference in
the total ICL content within 100 kpc in systems at group and cluster
masses with more-massive clusters hosting greater total ICL stel-
lar masses. The wide mass range of this sample (which includes
groups and CLASH clusters) makes it one of the first to constrain
the progenitor population and formation of the ICL in varying envi-
ronments for a significant number of groups and clusters, which we
use to evaluate the effect of cluster mass on the characteristics of
the ICL. Looking forward, we plan to further constrain the forma-
tion history of the ICL by looking to the BCG+ICL content in high
redshift (z>1) clusters. Additionally, detailed baryon census mea-
surements of groups and clusters spanning a large mass range offers
a way forward in understanding the effect of total cluster mass on
the build up and origin of the ICL.
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APPENDIX A: DELTA-FLATS
To create the δ-flats used in the reduction of HST WFC3/IR imag-
ing, we downloaded all F160W, F110W, & F105W imaging taken
between October 2010–November 2013 from the HST archive. We
then searched through all observations to isolate only the sparse,
extra-galactic fields. All Galactic fields, images with high nebu-
losity, and galaxy clusters were removed and then all astronomi-
cal sources were masked in the remaining images. Each image was
normalised to the median of the unmasked pixels and for a given fil-
ter/epoch combination we then median combined the image stack,
finally normalizing the combined images once again to the median
value. Due to the popularity of certain filters for observations, we
were only able to create two epochs of δ-flats for F110W, whereas
for F160W and F105W we had enough images to create three dif-
ferent epochs of δ-flats. The number, and date range of the δ-flats
which we created are summarised in Table A1 and images of the
delta-flats are shown in Figures A1, A2 and A3.
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Figure A1. The F105W δ-flats produced, marked with the date range of images used to build up the δ-flat. The number of input images in each is detailed in
Table A1.
Figure A2. As in Figure A1, but for the F110W δ-flats.
Figure A3. As in Figure A1, but for the F160W δ-flats.
APPENDIX B: PSFS
Here we present the F105W, F110W, and F160W PSFs that we cre-
ate to r<28′′. In Table B we list the additional fields used to create
the composite PSFs, including the RA, DEC, and program number
for each dataset. For each filter we use 10-15 fields observed in the
same time frame as our science images. We present the radially av-
eraged, composite PSFs in each passband, normalised at 2′′, out to
r<28′′ in Figure B1.
APPENDIX C: CLUSTER OBSERVATION DETAILS
The HST imaging data used for this study comprises F105W,
F110W, and F160W images taken over several years from either the
CLASH survey or HST-GO #12575. In Table C1 we present details
on the multi-epoch observations of the CLASH and galaxy group
sample, including observation dates, exposure times, background
values, and background surface brightness limits for all epochs and
all filters of data.
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Table A1. δ-flat Field Date Ranges
Filter Date Range # of Images
F160W 10/2010-9/2011 473
10/2011-9/2012 632
10/2012-9/2013 784
F105W 10/2010-9/2011 194
10/2011-9/2012 148
10/2012-9/2013 311
F110W 10/2012-2/2012 154
3/2012-10/2013 291
Figure B1. Radial PSFS normalised at 2′′ out to r=28′′in F105W, F110W,
and F160W in blue, green and red lines, respectively. The brightest stars in
our science images (F160W∼14.5 mag) reach the uncertainty in the back-
ground at r<25′′, thus these PSFs are sufficient large to ensure than there
is not significant contribution to our measurements due to the light in the
extended wings of the PSFs.
Table B1. Alternate fields used for PSF creation
Filter Target Name Proposal ID RA DEC
F160W ANY 13767 153.7388 59.7473
ANY 13767 212.4138 26.3777
ANY 13767 154.3496 -20.8692
SA22A-C30 11735 334.3303 0.2624
ANY 13352 255.3878 64.1325
SSA22A-C6M4 11735 334.4205 0.1908
MIPS8495 11142 258.7041 59.8941
MIPS549 11142 259.1203 59.4892
ANY 13767 154.3496 -20.8692
Q1623-FIELD3 11694 246.4500 26.7427
F110W ZC415876 12578 150.0392 2.6162
ZC412369 12578 150.4456 2.3902
SDSS-090740-004160 12194 136.9168 -0.7000
ZC406690 12578 149.7464 2.0845
SDFJ132359.8+272456 11149 200.9992 27.4156
D3A15504 12578 171.0652 -21.6587
GRB-060223 11734 55.2065 -17.1301
SDFJ132442.5+272423 11149 201.1771 27.4064
SDSS-091305-005343 12194 138.2712 -0.8952
ZC400528 12578 149.9483 1.7386
ZC400569 12578 150.2862 1.7412
FIELD-142557+354226 11153 216.4688 35.7043
ZC409985 12578 149.8091 2.2631
F105W GRB070802 12949 36.8995 -55.5276
ANY 13767 258.7510 4.9153
ANY 13767 212.4138 26.3777
GOODS-WIDE115-V3T 12060 53.0986 -27.9002
GOODSN-SKIRT000-VDB 12442 189.3848 62.2853
RARE-FLS-1 13718 257.0733 58.4779
F2M1341+3301 12942 205.2838 33.0195
ANY 14096 130.7026 36.4577
ANY 13767 175.5052 26.7793
ANY 11584 153.5912 68.9779
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Table C1: Cluster Epoch and Background Values
Cluster z Filter Date Exposure Sky δ sky
[s] mag arcsec−2 mag arcsec−2
A611 0.29 F105W 2012-03-01 1306.0 21.94 28.39
2012-03-18 1509.0 21.84 27.90
F110W 2012-03-02 1509.0 21.58 28.44
2012-05-17 1006.0 20.91 27.98
F160W 2012-03-02 1006.0 21.73 29.00
2012-05-17 1509.0 20.86 27.98
2012-03-29 1509.0 21.55 27.63
2012-01-28 1006.0 21.55 27.90
MS2137 0.31 F105W 2011-09-09 1006.0 21.72 27.82
2011-10-12 703.0 21.81 28.45
F110W 2011-10-20 1006.0 21.73 28.41
2011-08-21 1509.0 21.71 28.03
F160W 2011-08-21 1006.0 21.66 27.75
2011-09-02 1006.0 21.68 28.19
2011-10-20 1509.0 21.47 28.30
2011-11-01 1509.0 21.21 28.01
XMM022045 0.33 F105W 2012-12-08 3012.0 22.00 29.04
2012-12-08 3012.0 22.00 29.08
F160W 2012-12-08 4423.0 21.70 29.23
RXJ1532 0.34 F105W 2012-03-16 1509.0 22.42 28.59
2012-03-03 603.0 20.85 27.38
F160W 2012-03-18 1509.0 22.15 27.93
2012-04-12 1509.0 22.07 27.95
2012-03-04 1006.0 22.10 26.96
2012-02-03 1006.0 21.99 28.26
RXJ2248 0.35 F105W 2012-10-22 1306.0 22.12 28.15
2012-09-12 1509.0 22.22 27.87
F110W 2012-08-30 1509.0 21.83 28.41
2012-10-04 503.0 22.02 28.08
F160W 2012-09-26 1006.0 21.98 27.55
2012-11-04 1509.0 21.79 27.60
2012-08-30 1006.0 22.02 27.72
2012-10-04 1509.0 21.97 27.82
MACS1115 0.35 F105W 2012-01-31 1206.0 21.34 28.31
2012-02-23 1309.0 21.87 28.15
F110W 2012-02-23 503.0 21.85 27.68
2011-12-15 1309.0 21.41 27.70
F160W 2012-02-24 1309.0 21.68 27.74
2012-01-31 1306.0 21.73 27.58
2011-12-15 1006.0 21.35 27.03
2012-01-07 1309.0 21.64 27.02
MACS1931 0.35 F105W 2012-05-03 1509.0 21.68 27.19
2012-06-01 1206.0 21.81 27.87
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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F110W 2012-04-10 1509.0 21.36 27.61
2012-06-21 1006.0 20.83 27.66
F160W 2012-04-10 1006.0 21.26 27.61
2012-06-21 1509.0 21.65 26.76
2012-06-25 1309.0 21.64 27.30
2012-05-03 1006.0 21.55 27.07
SG1120-1 0.35 F105W 2012-04-28 2606.0 22.12 28.55
2012-04-28 2606.0 22.12 28.98
F160W 2012-04-28 5212.0 21.84 29.10
SG1120-4 0.37 F105W 2012-06-07 3909.0 21.85 29.19
F160W 2012-06-07 5212.0 21.58 28.58
XMM011140 0.37 F105W 2012-10-19 2812.0 22.41 27.58
2012-10-19 2812.0 22.41 27.48
F160W 2012-10-19 4223.0 21.95 28.37
SG1120-2 0.37 F105W 2012-06-05 3909.0 21.88 29.17
2012-06-05 3909.0 21.88 28.65
F160W 2012-06-05 5212.0 21.63 28.09
SG1120-3 0.37 F105W 2012-06-11 3909.0 21.79 28.69
F160W 2012-06-11 5212.0 21.55 28.84
RXJ1334 0.38 F105W 2012-05-02 3909.0 22.43 29.55
2012-05-02 3909.0 22.42 29.22
F160W 2012-05-02 5212.0 22.05 29.34
MACS1720 0.39 F105W 2012-04-22 703.0 22.08 28.03
2012-05-09 1409.0 22.57 27.94
F110W 2012-04-25 1409.0 22.52 28.51
2012-06-17 503.0 22.61 28.49
F160W 2012-04-25 1006.0 22.26 27.89
2012-05-05 1409.0 22.25 27.93
2012-03-26 1006.0 22.19 27.46
2012-06-17 1409.0 21.95 27.88
MACS0429 0.40 F105W 2012-12-05 1409.0 22.10 28.51
2013-01-12 1306.0 22.16 28.51
F110W 2012-11-26 1409.0 22.05 28.54
2012-12-18 1006.0 22.05 28.25
F160W 2012-11-26 1006.0 21.89 27.84
2013-01-27 1409.0 21.70 28.02
2012-12-11 1006.0 21.89 27.72
2012-12-18 1409.0 21.91 27.88
RXJ0329 0.41 F105W 2012-12-05 3909.0 21.89 27.32
F160W 2012-12-05 5212.0 21.77 27.01
MACS0416 0.42 F105W 2012-08-05 1509.0 21.35 28.10
2012-09-14 1306.0 21.35 27.09
F160W 2012-09-27 1509.0 21.89 26.60
2012-08-31 1509.0 22.04 28.12
2012-07-24 1006.0 21.83 27.71
2012-08-05 1006.0 21.91 27.84
MACS0329 0.45 F105W 2011-10-17 703.0 21.98 28.68
2011-09-06 1509.0 21.98 28.65
F110W 2011-10-16 503.0 22.00 28.69
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2011-08-18 1509.0 21.80 28.56
F160W 2011-09-20 1006.0 21.79 27.76
2011-11-01 1509.0 21.48 28.13
2011-10-16 1509.0 21.90 28.00
2011-08-18 1006.0 21.64 28.21
RXJ1347 0.45 F105W 2011-04-20 503.0 21.57 28.16
2011-07-12 1509.0 20.98 27.90
F110W 2011-07-12 1006.0 21.51 27.74
2011-04-19 1409.0 21.53 27.92
F160W 2011-06-15 1306.0 21.63 27.92
2011-04-19 1006.0 21.41 28.18
2011-07-14 1509.0 21.35 28.04
2011-05-17 1509.0 21.63 28.41
MACS1311 0.49 F105W 2013-06-10 1306.0 21.82 28.81
2013-05-18 1509.0 21.70 28.68
F110W 2013-07-09 1006.0 21.45 28.40
2013-04-22 1409.0 21.62 28.60
F160W 2013-07-09 1509.0 21.23 28.36
2013-04-14 1006.0 21.59 28.35
2013-04-22 1006.0 21.66 28.23
2013-07-09 1509.0 21.31 28.14
MACS2129 0.57 F105W 2011-05-16 1006.0 21.07 27.82
2011-08-03 1409.0 21.93 28.34
F110W 2011-07-20 503.0 21.94 28.33
2011-05-15 1409.0 21.55 28.37
F160W 2011-06-25 1206.0 21.83 28.01
2011-07-20 1409.0 21.80 28.51
2011-05-15 1006.0 21.37 28.30
2011-06-03 1409.0 21.65 28.28
CL1226 0.89 F105W 2013-05-24 1609.0 22.24 28.59
2013-05-05 1206.0 22.17 28.99
F110W 2013-06-22 1006.0 22.03 28.55
2013-05-09 1409.0 22.24 29.08
F160W 2013-06-22 1609.0 21.78 28.64
2013-04-08 1006.0 22.02 28.75
2013-05-09 1006.0 22.04 28.78
2013-05-19 1509.0 21.89 28.73
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Table D1. colour Correction Values from EZGAL
Clusters A
XMM022045 0.305
RXJ1532 0.289
SG1120-1 0.283
SG1120-4 0.280
XMM011140 0.280
SG1120-2 0.280
SG1120-3 0.280
RXJ1334 0.273
RXJ0329 0.253
MACS0416 0.247
APPENDIX D: F105W−F160W COLOUR CORRECTION
TO F110W−F160W
To compare the F110W−F160W profiles of the CLASH clusters
to the F105W−F160W profiles of the galaxy groups, we calcu-
late a redshift-dependent colour transformation for each group and
cluster. We assume that the colour correction increases linearly
as the observed F105W−F160W colour becomes redder and that
F105W−F110W=0 when F105W−F160W=0. The slope of this re-
lation is then the ratio of F105W−F110W to F105W−F160W for
an L* galaxy, as produced using EZGAL under a Coma normalisa-
tion using a BC03 model with a simple stellar population, Chabrier
IMF, formation redshift of z f=3, and solar metallicity.
(F105W − F110W) = A × (F105W − F160W)
(F110W − F160W) = (1 − A) × (F105W − F160W) (D1)
The parameter A is the colour correction derived from EZGAL,
and values used can be found in Table D1. Finally, we apply this
colour correction, as written in Eqn D1, to the F110W−F160W
colour of each bin in a given cluster’s colour profile to produce the
final F105W−F160W profile. To insure that the choice of model
metallicity has no systematic effect on the corrected profiles we
use clusters with robust F105W−F160W and F110W−F160W pro-
files to test how model metallicity affects the colour transforma-
tions. By comparing the actual F110W−F160W profiles with con-
verted F110W−F160W profiles, which are produced by transform-
ing the F105W−F160W profile with models of varying metallic-
ity. We find that a colour correction produced with a model of
solar or super-solar metallicity is well matched to the observed
F110W−F160W profile. Using a solar metallicity model produces
transformed colour profiles that have a maximum difference from
the observed F110W−F160W profiles of 0.04 mag. Because there
is a metallicity gradient in the stellar population of the ICL a sin-
gle metallicity model does not capture colour transformation per-
fectly. Thus we also look at the effects of apply a colour transform
assuming a constant metallicity on the measured colour gradients
in F110W-F160W. We find that the colour gradients measured on
the original F110W−F160W and transformed profiles are consis-
tent within 3σ. We do note that for three of the six clusters with ro-
bust F105W−F160W and F110W−F160W profiles the transformed
profile gradients are shallower than those measured on the observed
colour profiles.
APPENDIX E: COLOUR PROFILES
In Table E1, we present the observed (not e+k corrected)
dlog(r[kpc])=0.15 colour profiles of all systems out to radii where
the uncertainty in the measured colour is <0.2 mag arcsec−2. These
colour profiles are those used in the figures of this paper. Note, the
surface brightness and colour gradient measurements in this paper
are derived from the dlog(r[kpc])=0.05 bin profiles.
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Table E1. colour Profiles
A611 MS2137 XMM022045 RXJ1532
log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W
0.559 0.439±0.012 0.537 0.409±0.016 0.540 0.375±0.008 0.545 0.374±0.026
0.697 0.431±0.008 0.698 0.416±0.004 0.689 0.390±0.009 0.701 0.352±0.012
0.838 0.422±0.003 0.838 0.401±0.007 0.837 0.403±0.011 0.847 0.363±0.010
0.985 0.423±0.005 0.988 0.403±0.007 0.987 0.401±0.013 0.986 0.352±0.015
1.144 0.412±0.003 1.137 0.382±0.002 1.132 0.386±0.017 1.136 0.356±0.023
1.291 0.395±0.003 1.296 0.366±0.006 1.287 0.378±0.023 1.290 0.343±0.018
1.435 0.387±0.004 1.440 0.343±0.007 1.436 0.367±0.034 1.435 0.353±0.012
1.583 0.370±0.006 1.576 0.331±0.017 1.589 0.327±0.056 1.577 0.316±0.015
1.724 0.366±0.025 1.737 0.283±0.045 1.727 0.306±0.093 1.745 0.317±0.031
1.898 0.372±0.059 1.892 0.237±0.089 1.885 0.310±0.068
RXJ2248 MACS1931 MACS1115 SG1120-4
log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W
0.544 0.322±0.011 0.537 0.559±0.008 0.535 0.400±0.018 0.536 0.447±0.006
0.699 0.324±0.005 0.695 0.482±0.023 0.693 0.416±0.015 0.691 0.435±0.006
0.842 0.332±0.007 0.841 0.391±0.013 0.850 0.419±0.008 0.835 0.445±0.008
0.989 0.322±0.004 0.987 0.390±0.007 0.990 0.414±0.005 0.989 0.448±0.010
1.139 0.321±0.005 1.137 0.409±0.003 1.135 0.410±0.009 1.138 0.426±0.013
1.292 0.309±0.008 1.281 0.383±0.015 1.287 0.391±0.005 1.282 0.392±0.017
1.440 0.299±0.013 1.439 0.359±0.034 1.435 0.396±0.008 1.439 0.396±0.024
1.572 0.285±0.021 1.587 0.336±0.054 1.581 0.364±0.014 1.589 0.349±0.036
1.728 0.259±0.042 1.731 0.311±0.091 1.723 0.319±0.029 1.709 0.347±0.051
1.900 0.225±0.074 1.883 0.294±0.042 1.881 0.359±0.091
XMM011140 SG1120-2 SG1120-1 SG1120-3
log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W
0.533 0.435±0.008 0.539 0.466±0.008 0.536 0.417±0.009 0.538 0.455±0.005
0.691 0.435±0.009 0.689 0.458±0.009 0.688 0.405±0.011 0.688 0.454±0.007
0.840 0.432±0.011 0.837 0.459±0.012 0.838 0.408±0.015 0.834 0.435±0.009
0.987 0.429±0.013 0.982 0.459±0.016 0.984 0.406±0.019 0.989 0.439±0.011
1.137 0.412±0.017 1.138 0.436±0.021 1.135 0.364±0.025 1.138 0.422±0.015
1.288 0.386±0.024 1.292 0.414±0.029 1.283 0.338±0.033 1.285 0.395±0.020
1.435 0.371±0.034 1.435 0.416±0.038 1.431 0.356±0.044 1.436 0.399±0.028
1.575 0.336±0.049 1.586 0.414±0.055 1.586 0.321±0.066 1.581 0.370±0.041
1.725 0.290±0.068 1.729 0.377±0.086 1.730 0.352±0.063
1.881 0.186±0.106 1.866 0.339±0.095
RXJ1334 MACS1720 MACS0429 MACS0416
log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W
0.538 0.459±0.009 0.545 0.500±0.020 0.536 0.481±0.008 0.542 0.494±0.012
0.688 0.424±0.011 0.709 0.485±0.022 0.692 0.498±0.008 0.689 0.492±0.008
0.835 0.435±0.014 0.848 0.469±0.014 0.835 0.471±0.007 0.838 0.491±0.006
0.989 0.429±0.018 0.986 0.461±0.005 0.998 0.461±0.006 0.990 0.483±0.007
1.134 0.408±0.024 1.137 0.453±0.005 1.140 0.471±0.006 1.137 0.480±0.010
1.288 0.375±0.032 1.290 0.431±0.006 1.289 0.467±0.006 1.286 0.452±0.009
1.442 0.368±0.045 1.429 0.414±0.014 1.435 0.445±0.008 1.428 0.429±0.013
1.581 0.334±0.073 1.589 0.404±0.014 1.579 0.431±0.019 1.590 0.390±0.008
1.736 0.377±0.032 1.741 0.416±0.030 1.735 0.354±0.030
1.884 0.345±0.059 1.880 0.405±0.018 1.878 0.364±0.022
2.037 0.332±0.037 2.041 0.332±0.031 2.050 0.352±0.019
2.196 0.342±0.063 2.188 0.303±0.064 2.187 0.344±0.026
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Table E2. Colour Profiles, continued from Table E1
MACS1206 MACS0329 RXJ1347 MACS1311
log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W
0.541 0.463±0.018 0.541 0.464±0.007 0.545 0.503±0.012 0.544 0.518±0.012
0.688 0.497±0.013 0.686 0.438±0.017 0.692 0.516±0.006 0.685 0.480±0.013
0.838 0.492±0.012 0.838 0.451±0.009 0.837 0.514±0.016 0.854 0.469±0.015
0.990 0.488±0.009 0.992 0.437±0.007 0.987 0.497±0.007 0.989 0.475±0.010
1.137 0.489±0.015 1.132 0.447±0.008 1.134 0.482±0.008 1.138 0.470±0.013
1.286 0.467±0.009 1.293 0.428±0.007 1.280 0.482±0.009 1.289 0.463±0.008
1.429 0.443±0.015 1.430 0.433±0.006 1.434 0.450±0.015 1.434 0.438±0.006
1.585 0.425±0.015 1.599 0.442±0.020 1.579 0.444±0.010 1.584 0.432±0.016
1.743 0.482±0.058 1.734 0.408±0.024 1.734 0.446±0.024 1.741 0.397±0.020
1.867 0.446±0.112 1.873 0.401±0.058 1.899 0.440±0.030 1.873 0.362±0.036
2.041 0.467±0.105 2.039 0.400±0.074 2.040 0.454±0.111 2.045 0.376±0.054
2.187 0.420±0.136 2.193 0.266±0.089
MACS1149 MACS2129 CL1226
log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W log(r[kpc]) F110W-F160W
0.537 0.509±0.009 0.524 0.528±0.008 0.857 0.583±0.017
0.841 0.496±0.015 0.836 0.526±0.018 1.144 0.547±0.017
0.990 0.483±0.013 0.991 0.533±0.024 1.292 0.576±0.009
1.140 0.478±0.012 1.140 0.509±0.009 1.437 0.522±0.018
1.288 0.453±0.014 1.284 0.494±0.014 1.587 0.545±0.017
1.419 0.444±0.016 1.434 0.445±0.022 1.732 0.520±0.022
1.593 0.443±0.016 1.581 0.476±0.042 1.884 0.498±0.045
1.732 0.412±0.039 1.732 0.437±0.065 2.031 0.374±0.125
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